OUR MIXED ECONOMY
- BLESSING OR CURSE ?
Prof. B. P. ADARKAR

"l'cople must ~ o m cto accept ptlvate enterprise
not as n necessary ewl, 1mt as an affirmative

The Capitalism of which Karl Marx spoke in Dns Knpitnlthe capitalism of the 18th and 19th centuries-is dead long ago,
dead as the Dodo. Capital today does not exploit Labour; it is
the other way round. Today, it is Labour that exploits Capital.
Secondly, in civilrsed modern democracies, everyone can be a
capitalist, owing to the loint-stock principle, as a shareholder of
companies. Thirdly, extensive systems of Social Insurance provide
social ~ecurityto the people, from the womb to the tomb, from
the cradle to the grave-in spells of sickness, unemployment, and
disability, and in old age. Fourthly, in most modern countries, the
system of taxation is steeply and intensively progressive and brings
about transfers of wealth and income from the rich to the poor,
through the agency of p u b l ~ cfinance and by provision of social
services of variour kinds. When Marx and Engels wrote, most of
these things did not exisl, and, therefore, their prescriptions for
the ailments of sccie!y have now become hopelessly out-of-date
and inapvropriate. Not only this, but Communism itself has
become out-of-date, and does not '"deliver the goods," as effectively
as the New Capitalism-as I preler to call it-so far as the common
man is concerned, i.e., so far as production of wealth and provision
of social welfare are concerned.
There is a delightful passage in my late teacher, Lord
Keynes's General Theory : "Madmen in authority," says Lord
Keynes, "who hear voices in the air, are distilling their frenzy
from some academic scribbler of a few years back. I am sure the
power of vested interests is vasrly exaggerated compared with the
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the Forum of Free Enterprise, on the

gradual encroachment of ideas. ... The ideas which civil servants
and politicians and even agitators apply to currcnt events are not
likely to be the nenest. But soon or late, it is ideas, not vested
interests, which are dangerous for good or evil."
Pandit Nehru himself was not so sure as those who decry
Mixed Economy today. In the Lok Sabha, in 1956, he said : "1
have no shadow of doubt that, if we say 'Lop off the private
sector,' we cannot replace it adequately. We have not got the
tesources to replace it. ... And why should we do i t ? I don't
understand ...... Why should we fritter away our energy in pushing
out somebody who is doing it in the private sector ,......I can understand 'Prevent that, control that, plan for that1, but where there
is such a vast field to cover, it IS foolish to take charge of the
whole field, when you are totdly incapable of using that huge
area yourself. Therefore, you must no; only permit the privarc
sector, b14t. I say, encourage it in its own field."
This was said after the Avad~Congress Resolution of 1955
2nd the Second Industrial Policy Statement of 1956.
On the other hand, our present Prime Minister, Mrs. lndira
Gandhi, has no doubts or second thoughts on this subject. She has
just told us that social justice is for her more important than prosperity, as if there is any inherent anti-thesis between the two. Rut,
where is the prosperity in this country and for that matter, where
is the social justice, either ? There can be no social justice,
while anywhere between 40 and 75 million workers, hcluding both
skilled and unskilled workers, are unemployed in the country and
wh~ieprices are soaring sky-high every day. There is a big gap of
inequality aIready in this situation which, to my mind, cannot be
closed without a general "prosperity". Socialism has not brought
either prosperity or equality of opportunity to the people.

A CASE FOR RECONSIDERATION
The essential point is that the Prime Minister and her advisers
should now realise that the time has arrived when the entire socioeconomic policies of the nation have to be re-considered in the
light of the changing world situation and our not too happy

experience with Mixed Economy and Planning. I have a grcat
admiration for the Prime Minister for her qualities and abihhes
as a politician, but I am ahaid, she probably regards the "Socialistic
pattern of society" and the Mixed Economy dogma as a sort
of legacy from her distinguished father and is unlikely either to
lhink of any revision or be capable of doing so. I also very much
fear that there are likely to be pressures for a reckless programme
of nationalisation and of conversion of the Mixed Economy into
a readymade infrastr~icturefor Communism.
At this stage, 1 cannot resist the temptation of quoting Prof.
Milton Friedman, the well-known American economist, who, writing in 1968 on "Myths that Keep Psople Hungry". has somethhg
apt to say about our predicament :
"Some time ago, my wife and I spent a year travelling
through Eastern Europe, the Middle East and the Far East. In
country after country we were deeply impressed by the contrast between the facts as they appeared to us and the ideas
about facts held by intellectuals... Wherever we found any
large element of individual freedom, some beauty in the ordinary life of the ordinary man, some measure of real progress
in the material comforts at his disposal, and a live hope of further progress in the future-there we also found that the
private market was the main device being used to organise
economic activity. Wherever the private market was largely
suppressed and the State undertook to control in detail the
economic activities of its citizens (wherever that is, detailed
central planning reigned)-Ahere the ordinary man was in
political fetters, had a 1c.w standard of living and was largzly
bereft of any conception of controlling his own destiny. The
State might prosper and accomplish mighty material works.
Privileged classes might enjoy a full measure of material comforts. But the ordinary man was an instrument to be used for
the State's purpose, receiving no more than necessary to keep
docila and reasonably productive."
I fcel, therefore, that there is a strong case for a thorough reconsideration of the basic concepts of Mixed Economy and the

Socialistic Pattern of Society. I would dcfine Mixed Economy aS
neither a purely communist ecoronly nor a purely capitalist one-but a combination of the two, with a Public Sector and a Private
Sector. In other words, it is neither fish nor fowl, but something
hybrid. It is indeed a "compromise"--which, in his characteristic
mental posture, Pandit Nehru loved. He craved for the "middle
path", neither wholly left nor wholly right. It is in some ways an
attractive posture, although it often smacks of fence-sitting. SO,
neither complete communism nor free enterprise of neo-capitalism.
but a "socialistic" (mark the cautious phrase) "pattern of society".
In this, Mr. Nehru hoped to achieve the best of both worlds, v i ~ . ,
the dynanism of capitalism and the discipline ol: communism.
Unfortunately, however, we have succeeded in having the worst
of both, i.e., in other words, the defects of both the systems without
the merits of either.
At a small gathering in Delbi in 1956, after my return from a
diplomatic assignment in West Germany, we were discussing planning and economic policy. Suddenly, Pandit Nehru turned round
and said, "Will someone tell us what is happening in Germany ?
Why is that country so prospernns and successful ?" I was naturally called upon to answer this question. I said, "Sir, I am a f r a ~ d
you will not like my answer, which is on!y in two words-'Free
Enterprise'." In West Germany, I continued, the State not only
does not control private enterprise but is behind each producer, be
he small or big, and there is complete freedom for him to develop
I?is business or industry. And, what a paradise it is for the business
11;an ! Take simple things like stariing a company; you can register on5 in 24 hours and start working. Contrast this with t!ie
sitfiation in India, where there are so many hitches and latches in
the way of business people that it takes months to start and organise
any business. The State in West Germany takes great care of the
infra-structure of the economy-e.g., transport and communicatio:is,
banking, technical education, scientific resea~ch and the like. Of
course, Marshall Aid was helpful to start with, but the p r o q z s in
West Germany due to freedom of enterprise was immense and, in
fact, far greater than could be ascribed to mere foreign aid.

.4t the end of W O I I ~War 11, Germany had a cl~oicebelween
the continuance ol' the old Hillcrian totalitarian economy with all
its controls and Free Enterprise. Professor Erhard chose the latter,
in spite of much criticism, which he survived, to his eternal glo~y,
and produccd the Wirtsclzaftswurzder., the economic miracle of West
Germany ! West Germany rose from her own ashes like the mythical
bird, Phoenix.
Pandit Nehru was an early votary of Brilish Fabian Sociahsm.
Mixed Economy principles were mtroduced in lndia by him and
m Britain by Harold W~lsonand the Labour Party. Advisers like
Kaldor, Galbrailh and Gunnar Mydral were common to both. It
is interesting to note that both the British and the Indian economy
show a state of degeneration ever since. In Harold Macmillan's
days, England was at the top of her form; now she is a secondclass power. Also, we had a fairly stable and soccessful economy
up to the early 50's, undcr C. D. Deshmukh's Finance Ministership.
Then began the Rake's Progress in both co~nitries! External indebtedness mounted up in Britain (f3,000 million) and also in
lndia for a ditfcrcnt reason (Rs. 85,000 million), not to mention t l ~ e
internal indebtedness, which has been even greater.
Apart from West Germany, Japan also achieved an economic
niiraclo during the lasl quarter of a century. I1 has been a strange
Nemesis that the vcmquislzed of the last War became the victors
of the post-war economic race. These two countries are now on
the top 01 the economic world and have outpaced not only Britain
and France, but also the USA and the Soviet Union. Japan and
West Germany are the leading models of Free Enterprise; but
there are others-Hon:,
Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand m d
Australia, to mention the most typical only.
There is no doubl that the race between the capitalist and
communist blocs has been won by the Western Nations, so far as
ecotwnzics is concerned. Take Western Europe and Eastern
Europe; take the European Common Market and the Eastern
Comecon; take West Germany and East Germany; or take even
West Berlin and East Berlin. Look at this picture and look at that,
so to say. All along the line, starting from scratch, progress Eas

been far more r,~prd and Iniprebslvo In the Westcrn than In t l ~
Eastern world. LIVIIISatandads in the ceo-capitallst West arc
today far h~gherthan anywhere rn the Communist countr~es. The
econtmuc argnmcnt was the main j~~st~fication
and theoretical basis
ot Commun~sm. Well, ~t falls completely 1

.

THE TWO Mz%lORTESTS
Now, these ale two major tests 01 the succcsa or fa~lureoi .I
Government and ~ t spol~c~es.Flrst IS thc "bread and butter" test,
~ h ~mplres
~ h assured and full employment, Increased production,
stable prlces and a clccent standard oi hfc. The other test IS t l ~ e
"national secur~ty" test, vvhlch comprises external defence, inteinal
law and order and sec~iritpoi 11fz aud property. A Government
w h ~ c hcannot full1 these two tests has, In my opmlon, no ~ ~ g lo
ht
govern. You cannot feed thc masses wsth slogans, ideoloyles, copy
book maxlnw and empty plat~tudes. Unfortunately, today in Indl~.
that IS what largely we ale be~ngled on, espec~allyIn the econonuc
sphere.
Apart from the above two tests, there is also the inom1 ~ 1 1 z .
What is the use of a k~ngdomo; the world. ~f you lose the kmzdom of the soul ? If there I S a breakdown of the Rule of Law,
due to corruption of the Executive or Judiciary, or to, say, overlegislation and legal delays, wc haw a society without a moral basis
or charactcr. If a system o l government leaves the country in a
moral chaos, ~t must also be r e ~ a ~ d eas
d a failure.
Of course, there are various minor economic tests, such as the
G.N.P. with its incomc balancc-sheet; the national assets and debts
position, i.e., the capltal balancc; full employment; stable prices;
critcria of cost-accountancy; and competitiveness, both internal and
~nternational. If we apply these various tests to the present sitoation in the country, I cannot say that the "socialistic pattern of
society" has come off very well during the last twenty-five years.
Thc phrase is no doubt a catching one, but the performance has
lagged Par behind the p-omisc.
Planning in the Mixed Economy has been like running with the
hare and hunting with the hound. I am afraid, we got our priori-

ties all wlong, nld~nly ~ C L ~ L I M
X C adoptcd the Kubslall Gosplan
nlodcls and p~nnect o u ~ fa~tl. on g~ganhcmn i o ~ g c t t ~ lthat
~ g thc
background and ~ n l ~ a s t ~ u c t ou l ethc Russ~ansystem welc d~fferent.
F m t of all we havc lacked the dzsclplme of communrsm, which
means "no stukeb", l ~ t t l eor no corruption, and the msistence
upon h ~ g htechmcal efficrency. Then, our management of planlmg
has been vyithout any technical b ~ a s In USSR. the teclino~ratsare
at the top; here In Indm ~t has been the ICS and IAS, who have
been des~gned(both In the Brit~shdays and slnce) for general administratson and bundobust, for law and order only. The "steel
frame" was not meant for nailon-bu~ld~ngor nat~onal plannm?.
These bas~cdefects account for the ia~luresof the P u b l ~ cSector
and, to some extcnt, of the Pr~vateSectol.

THE PUBLIC SECTOR
Let us now turn to the Pubkc Sector and see what it ha5
achieved. Year after year, the Public Accounts Committee has
pointed out various glaring defects In the working of the public
sector. Enormous losses ruming Into crores of rupees have been
ihe common feature nf most of the public sector undertakings In
spite of a "closed market" and monopolistic pricing policies. Further, most public undertakings have been working "under capacity," and thay do not seem to be amenable to any system of cost
accountancy.
The total investment of, Govcrnrnent in public-sector undertakings as on 31st March 1968 was Rs. 4,912, crores, involving
foreign exchange payment of interest annually of Rs. 191 crores,
apart from internal payment of Rs. 397 crores, i.e., a total of
Rs. 588 crores. Thus, an annual surplus of Rs. 588 crores s h d d
have emerged to make the system viable. However, in 1967-65,
there was a net loss of Rs. 42 clores ! It has been said that "profit"
is no criterion ~f success in this connection, and that the Public
Sector should work for "social good". However, what social good
has it so far achieved ? Even in the Soviet Union, the profit incentive is now regarded by their lead~ngexperts like Prof. Liebermann
as a basic principle. If, even in ciosed and controlled markets, with
prices rigged high everwhere, the public nndertakings cannot

balance their ailnuai budsets and accounts, it must be said to be a
prima facie proof of failure, if not of a lack of financial discipline.
There are other tests too, apart from productive capacity (most
undertakings are working below 50% capacity), such as the competitive performance, vis-a-vis the private sector and vis-a-vis
foreign producers. Can any of the public sector undertakings
stand this test with any degree of success? Then, have they made
any important contributions to scientific research even in their
own fields? Also, has their performance been efficient or expzditious? There have been endless delays i n the implementation of
most public sector projects, with consequent inflation of costs,
and hence of prices.
As regards the management side of the Public Sector, the
less said the better. Mr. K. R. Ganesh, Union Minlster of State
for Finance, in a recent talk an "Public Sector in India", said:
"Any problem in the Public Sector ultimately boils down to one of
management. The objectives of the Public. Sector can only be
achieved through a team of committed, dedicated managers, who
could act as instruments of the social m d economic transfornlation of the country." But where are those "committed, dedicated
managers" and what sort of commitments does the Minister plan
for them? Ha is a n optimist if he thinks he can produce efficient,
technically qualified, incorruptibk officers, ~ h are
o at the same
time "committed and dedicated," like rabits from a magic hat.
Public Sector management is admitted on all hands as not up to
the mark-being mostly non-technical-and is inefficient. even in
some cases corrupt and out-moded. Of course, there are some
notable exceptions like the Shipping Corporation or the Life Insurance corporation-but thcre is no doubt that a majority o i
public sector concerns are gross failures. Most of them are working under capacity and have brought poor returns on the investments, a large part of which has become a deadweight of indebtedness. As regards the State Trading Corporation, which is a rapidly
growing public monopoly, I am not sure that it has justified its
existence. Importing raw materials etc. at low international priczs
and selling them at exorbitant prices in the internal market cannot
be regarded as a praiseworthy performance. Similarly, selling old

iorelgtl motor cars at fabulous ~ r i c e salso smacks of cheap profiteering. Recently, a corpomtion has been set up for dealing in
d~amonds.Now, the diamond business is a highly individualistic and
extremeiy technical business requiring generations of experience.
Just imagine any bureaucrat handling it! As may be expected, this
particular corporation has become a public nuisance, judging by
the manner in which it has been unloading its unwanted inferior
diamond material on the internal market and forcing dealers to
buy it!
Likewise, Lhe public sector enterprises in the steel industry are
glaring example of the failure of nationalisation-in fact of
Planning itsell. Huge investments have gone into their makmg,
but again they are a deadweight debt for India. To take another
instance, the hydro-electric and river ,valley projects have not
yielded corresponding returns in terms of productivity, i.e., in
terms of either the installation cost or production cost per unit
of electricity etc.
:t

The less said the better of tile telephone industry People
have been wai!inp f a years for their telephone connections.
Rackets have developed meanwhile and a lot of nepotism and
corruption has arisen in the distribution of telephones everywhere,
and there is a regulzr scramble for getting on the various Telephone Advisory Boards. In a civ~lised society, the minimum
requirements for economic progress are a telephone, a smzll
motor car and a typewriter. In a sense, such items constitute the
infra-structure of industry anywhere. However, in India, exactly
these are not only not available, but are regarded as luxuries, and
we even refuse to produce them in sufficient numbers or import
them! At the same time, you can get any number of foreign end
local transistor radios, cosmetics, nylons etc.. on the footpaths
of Bombay and many other cities!
What about the nationalised Banks? Perhaps, it is too early
to pronounce on their success or failure. Broadly, in trying t o get
rid of one set of evils, the nationalisation of banks is rapidly
giving rise to another set of evils. While the multiplication of
branches has perhaps brought bankine to the doorstep of the

masses, we do not y2t know whether it has el~couraged saving
or borrowing more, also whethcr thc loam are being properly
utilised so as to facilitate repayments later. Libcral loans, without
adequate collateral, to agriculture z,nd the small borrower may
be socialism in banking, but in actuality repayment dillicultirs
have arisen involving crores an& also there is a growing danger
01 bank funds being doled out to political party supporters.

nation's economy as a whole. Also, the Private Sector industries
are being run m ~ i n l gby experienied people, who have a stake in
the success of their busmess, and are, therefore, naturally more
efficient and (by definition) less corrupi than those who operate
the public sector industries. I do not mean to s2y that there are no
"black sheep " in the Private Sector but they are few and far
between.

I can go on like this almost endlessly, but 1 hope I h a w
daid enough to expose the shallowness of the theory that regard;
socialisation of all and sundry industries and trades as the panacea
for our economic evils. Before concluding my comments on h e
public sector, however, I must draw ycur attention to a curioos
feature of the sector, namely, the prevalence of strikes in spite of
nationalisation. Indeed, if the Public Sector corresponds to the
communist side of the Mixed Economy, this is a great anomaly.
It is like eating your cake and having it too. There are no strikes
in communist states-nor go-slows, nor "morchas". If you indulge
in such things there, you will certainly end up in concentration
camps. Even in Egypt, recenlly, President Sadat prohibited strikes
in nationalised industries. Likewise, during war time, prohibition
of strikes has been accepted as a sound principle in most countrirs.
Therefore, in a country which swears by the "socialistic pattern
of society", there can be and ought to be no place for industrial
strikes, and the government, if it is worth its salt must not tolerate
them.

Unforlunately, in the name of the socialistic pattern of
society and planning control, all kinds of impediments are heing
constantly placed in the way of the private sector industries. The
Government has tied ~tself and everyone else into knots with redtape and dilatory (even arbitrary) procedures which are contrary
to all tenets of business management and to the basic interests
of economic progress. Only Big Business seems somehow to survive all this and, in some cases, actually even to thrive on it!
On the other hand, the small business man and the newcomer ?.re
neatly thrown overboard !

THF PRlVATE SECTOR
The Private Sector is, indeed, the "Cinderella of the Shownsuppressed and circumscribed on all sides. While the Pnblic Sector
IS unable to meet the nation's rnalerial requirements, it functions
likc the dog in the mangcr and it will not let the Private Sector
do the job either. In other words, "neither you shall have it, nor
1 shall have it-let ihe dog havc it!" The fault, therefore is :lot
of the Private Sector that the Mixed Economy has given rise to
\arious evils, but simply that the Privnte Sector has not been even
allowed to fiinction freely and properly. In fact, the boot is on
the other leg: it is the mismanagement and incompetence of the
Public Sector that is iesponsible for the poor performance of the

The wild growth of rules m d regulations can be seen, for
example, iir the "Red Books" for Imports and Exports-not
Mao's "red books", but of the Chief Controller of Imports and
Exports! These are cloggin,o the avenues of trade-like the water
hyacinth overwhelming and destroying vegetation. The corridors
ol Secretariats and of their subordinate offices have become like
ihnramsalos for me~dicant business men loitering for beggarly
bits of licence worth a few thousand rupees, while a new class
of touts and agents has arisen iiving like parasites on the blood
of applicints for lice~ces! Here is indeed a paradise for the little
bureaucrats who simply thrive on the Red Books and their end!ess
addenda and corrigenda, with corruption, delays, increasing costs
c? industry, and inefficiency, fruskation and bad blood all round.
Concentration of economic power and the growth of monopolies are the direct results of these licensing procedures and
policies-and this has been admitted by the Government itsell-because only Big Business has the staying power and the resources
to cope with the exorbitant demands of procedure and corruption.
However, instead of removing the root causes of concentration

.

and monopoly, the Government has been tinkering with measures
to control what are basically the results of its own policies!
As regards industrial licensing, the Minister for Industrial
Development, Mr. Moinul Haque Choudhury, at a meeting ot
the Central Advisory Council in November 1971, said that after
taking charge of his portfolio, he had cleared many old cases
of industrial licence, but that he was helpless, "when the administrative machinery concerl:edn (i.e., not only of his own Minis~ry
but of other Ministries also) "sat on the fence." He disclosed that
no less than 334 licence applications made in 1966 were still pending. He did not mention what the position was regarding applications made in 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970 and 1971. The figures for
these years must be even more rcveeling! Still, Ms. Choudhury
has the sang froid to ask, why in spite of his efforts, "a faster
rate of investment and production," has not taken place!
With stringent monopoly legislation, procedural delays, exorbitant demands of corruption, heavy income and wealth taxation,
and ceilings on property, who can have the energy and the heart
to work and earn in the Private Sector now?
Take the case of West Bengal, where an energetic Governor,
Mr. A. L. Dias, has been trying to rejuvenate its economy wiih
a "package of incentives" to be given by both the State Government and by New Delhi. Jt was stated in the Press, however, drat
he Writers' Building had lost its credibility with the investors
on various counts. Firstly, the slow-moving bureaucratic machinery, it is pointed out, takes months, at times years, to even forward
applications of investors to New Delhi, where further delay also
awaits them. Secondly, in the small-scale sector, even raw materials promised wer- not received in time, but got immobiliszd
somewhere in the State administration. Thirdly, a large amount
of installed capacity remains idle in most of the engineering concerns, about which little 7r nothing is being done by the Stale.
All this points to the urgent need for the State and Central
Governments to set their own machinery in order, in the first
instance.

That reminds me o i Professor Parkinson's new "Law of
Delay", in which hc defines delay as the "deadliest form of denial"
a speciality of P.P. (the prohibitive procrastinator), who instcad
of saying "No" says: "IDC" (i.e. in due course), hoping to bury
a scheme with sheer exhaustion and continuous frustration! I am
sure Professor Parkinson will find in India a vast scope for his
Ingenuity in producing new "laws", if he spares some time to
spend here.
MONOPOLY CONTROL
New methods of private sector baiting are now being developed as may be seen from the working of the Monopoly Commission. As we have seen, the so-called monopolies and the socalled concentration of economic power are both largely the
result of the Government's own policies, including the importexport control and industrial licensing and other policies. What
is worse, the Monopoly Commission, which sits In judgment on
these issues, is itself a house divided, and the members do not
see eye to eye with one another. hTot only this, but the exact functions and policies of the Commission are neither precise nor
precisely understood, with the result that the decrees of the Commission tend to bo arbitrary and even mutually contradictory.
Even well-organised and reputed firms are not spared these tortures: so, what about the others! Let me give you a quotation
from Mr. J. R. D. Tata's recent speech at the last annual meeling
of Tata Chemicals Ltd., which throws a floodlight on the working
of the Commission :"Superim~osed on the crippling effect of Government's licensinp volicies on growth now based largely on a n obsessional

hostility to any large-scale enterorise in the private sector,
unending delays have plagued projects for expansion, diversification or modernisation submitted to Government for aoproval. Today a full four years after it was submitted in
resvonse to Government's own invitation to the private sector
to help raise fertiliser production in the countrv. the m a d ficent fertiliser project we put forward in November 1967
remains undecided .. Government's cumbersome and time4

tion of, say, gainful employment (CGE) in the beneficiaries,
viz., officers and employees of Public Sector industries-to +he
detriment of m~llionsof unemployed people in the country, may
be even more reprehensible ! The real medicine for monopoly or
concentration of economic power is. of course, free compelitio~r,
cot only internally but also mternationally, a medicine which
the economic planners of the Government have ruled out long
ago in their excessive zeal for exotic ideologies. For the rest,
everything that the Government is doing to control and restrict
the private sector and its large-scale ~ndustriesis only perpetuating
the poverty of the masses, by (0) adding to the unemployment in
the country 2nd (11) raising the costs of prcduction and, therefore,
the prices or consumer goods.

consuming licensing process (is) now further complicated by
the administration of the M.R.'I.P. Act ... ..Amongst the prime
hurdles in such an obstacle race is the newly created Monopblies Commission. Anti-monopoly laws and commissions are,
in many countries, well k ~ o w nand accepted legislative and
administrative devices.. . .. .and no objection could therefore
be raised in principle to the creation of this new measure
in India......Judging from its performance. there is every reason
to fear that it will provide a f u ~ t h e rand grievous source of
delay and confusion.... . .The Commission's extraordinary
action in involving a large number of companies totally unconcerned with the TET,CO expansion project, in their examination of ths latter's application is not only an inexcusable
waste of the time of Government and corporate officials but
a form of undeserved hnrasment of companies and officials
who try to do a good and honest job and serve their company
and their country. .. .That a Company with such a record
of efficient, honest and socially conscims service to the
country, the community and the consumer, should be subjected to this kind of pointless harassment and waste of time
and energy, cannot but fill one with despair."
There is a lot oC woolly thinking involved in the policies
and procedures of the Government in regard to monopoly control. Tn the first place, there is no clear-cut definition of "mono.
polyM-which is bzing constantly mixed up with "large-scale''
organisation of companies and even with "diversification" of lines
of production by a sinsle company. The main bugbear of Goveinment is CEP (Concentration of Economic Power) and the
MRTP Act seeks to crystallise the thinking of the various Commissions and Committees appointed by the Government in recent
years. However, it is a hotch-potch of .ideas, which has now
resulted in conflict within the Monopoly Commission itself!
Basically, there is nothing wrong with "concentration of
economic power", unless it leads to the exploitation of the consumer market or to any political domination by a group. That
way, concentration of too much Administrative Power (C.I\P)
in the hands of a few bureai~cratsin Government. or concentra-

It must bo pointed out here, on the other hand, that the worst
monopolies ir. India, which are charging high prices to the consumers, judging by any stmdards, and which are being run with
far less effic~ency or even probity than the private sector companies, are in the Public Sector itsell. This has been admitted by
the Monopolies Enquiry Commission in iis Report : "The danger
of monopolistic enterprises in the P~tbllcSector clinging to obsolete
processes and inefficient managelncnt are likely to be a t least
no less than in the case of similar enterprises in the private
sector. It cannot, therefore, be gainsaid that the public are entitled to proper safeguards a ~ a i n s tthe evil effects of monopolizs
in the public sector no less than those in the private sector."

1
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One wonders what steps thc Government has taken or vilT
be taking to safeguard the "public interest" in the case of tliesz
all-pervading monopolies, ahich have developed in the public
sector and become some sort of imperin in imperio ! It will be
interesting to watch the internal feuds which can arise between
these kith and kin of 'the Gove~nmentand the Monopolies Commission! Or, does the Government think perhaps that the monopolies in the public sector ar: such paragons of virtue, that nothing
can be done to improve their efficiency and to mitigate their
unjust and arbitrary nrice policies, which literally fleece the
consumer and the common man ? Most of the public sector enterprises are a hot-house growth, aided by governmental assistance,

by high tariffs, and by the licensmg restrictions. If they are e l posed even for a day lo foreign competition, or for the matter of
that, even to internal competition, without be~ng buttressed bv
proteotive and licensing measures and by liberal financial accommodation, mo;t of them will collapse like a house ol' cards! The
damage done to the consumer public and the consumer industries
-which are their customers-and to the economy itself is not
realised, because it is never brought into question by the Government, which behaves like the famous cat in Alice in Wonderland.
called Fury, which said to the poor mouse : "1'11 be judge, I'll
be jury, and I shall sentence you to death"!
The unfortunate situation is that a huge bureaucratic machinery is being created everywhere with the full operation of the
various Parkinsonian laws-with the chkota habus and Burra
Sahahs of Government ofices flourishing and revelling in it allwith growing inefficiency, corruption and irresponsibility all round.
As says a Sanskrit proverb, their power is not for the protection
of the weak but for their torture.
My conclusion here is that the creaking old machinery of
Government both at the Centre nnd in the States needs a complete
overhaul on the basis of scientific management methods, and that
the sooner we remove the jungle of restrictions and the cobwebs
of procedures which are strangling the nation's enterprise, the more
rapid will be our economic progress.
Another awful conclusion which also emerges from all this
is that it is no longer a struggle between the rich and the poor
in this country. The struggle here is between the common mnn
on the one hand, and the agents and vested interests of Bureaucracy, which term includes for our purpose, not only the oficialdom, but also the politicians, the legislators and the Ministers
and their underlings, down to the Zilla Parishads. And in thz
final analysis, the Aivate Seclor is ihc people tl~emselves, wlzile
the Public Sector reprvstnfs rha Gowrnrnenr and its buveaucrnt;c
machine.
Among the major evils arising from the Mixed Economy
perhaps the worst is that of Unemployment. Pandit Nehru, a t the

Avadi Congress, hoped to crrd unemployment in lh years-with
only t ~ Five-Year
o
Plans. Since the^? llopes have been raised and
promises hava been given ga!ore by those in authority. However,
the spectre of unenlployment stalks unchecked over the land and
its shadow seems to grow larger and larger all the time. No raliable figures of the extent of unemployn~el~t
and underemployment
are available; nor will it he possible to produce the necessary
statistics within reasonable margins of error. However, one may
not be iar wrong in saying that the ranqe is anyuhere between
40 million to 75 million unemployed men and women, able and
willing to work but unable to get jobs. This, of coulse, includes
both uneducated and edncated, and skilled and unskilled workers,
and the hordes of h d l e s s labor~rersand beggars roaming in the
country for bread and shelter
The dogma of Mixed Economy stands in the way of fuller
employment, because n spite of a quarter of a century's planning
and lavish public investment, there has been little or no progress
in the solution of this problem although one would imagine that
Planning should have been the "open sesame" formula for u!lemployment. There is no doubt that lhe "giganticism" of our
national Plans and their emphasis on mainly capital-mtenaive
investments in the Public Sector, on the one hand, and the consistent neglcct and step-motherly treatment of the Private Sector,
which, after all, is the major sector, have been responsible for the
malaise in the field of employment.
That brings us to the quest~on of social justice which zhe
Prime Minister regards as more important than prosperity. Soclnl
justice involves a large element of equality, if not of incomcs
and wealth, at least of opportunity. NOT where in the world is
there any social justice for the unemployed? There is an unbridgeable gap already between lhose who are employed and those
who are unemployed, and what does the Government propose tc
do about it? A Committee has been appointed to look into this
question; it will probably come out with some investment proposals. But they will not touch even the fringe of the quesrion.

Meanwhile, what with the growth of population and what with
thc impotent Publrc Sector and sagging Private Sector, unemployment is bound to increase still further, in the years to come.
The basic solution to the problem of mcmployment in India
today is (,I) to recognise thc Private Sector both in industry and
agriculture as the main provi~lzr of enzployment, and (b) to do
away with the artificial mti-thesis between chc two Sectors. The
nnportance of the Private Sector cannot be gainsaid, because, For
employment purposes it corresponds roughly to 87% (as against
13% of the Public Sector) of the national economy, while for
production purposes, the ratio between the two sectors is about
80 : 20. It stahds to reason, therefore, that the Private Sector has
a far greater potential than thc Public Sector for creating new
employment, provided it enjoys mme freedom of growth. What
IS needcd is a pragmatic approach, something along the lines of,
say, Singapore's socialism. The economic growth of Singapore
during the last 10 years should be an eye-opener to every socialist
in India. It is worth quoting the views of two Singapore leaders
in this connection. Mr. Lim Kin] San, the Minister of Defence,
recently said : "Private enterprise is the cornerstone of the policy
of the Government to achieve economic growth. Industrial progress depends mostly on private enterprise and it is our objective
tn encourage and not to suppress private enterprise." Prime
Minister Lee Kuan Yew goes even further: "We believe," says
he, "that in an underdeveloped situation where you have no
managerial or technological class the State ownership of all basic
industries does not make sense.. .. . It is no use dividing the cake
equally until i t is big enough to be worth cutting up. And that
can only be done quickly by private enterprise, both domestic
and fore~gn." For Lee Kuan Yew, "Socialist democracy does not
mean just a simple process of taking from the haves and giving
to the have-nots, so that the majority of the people will have
something more without doing anything morc to get it."
For the lest, the Government should now concentrate on
labour-intensive and employment-producing public projects, so
far as the Public Sector is concerned. For this purpose, projects
which strengthen the infrastructure 01 the economy, such as rail,

education),
road and air transport, education (par1ic~lla1-ly~ccl~nical
ports, posts, telegraphs and telephogcs, internal and external
security, housing, rural wclfarc etc., are exactly the projects on
which the Government must lay greater stress. In other words, the
Government must first mind its own business, instead of dabbling
in sectors for which its managerial capacity is not adequate. What
is happening at present is that the Goveiimlents, both Central and
State, are grossly neglecting their main responsibilities and for
polilical reasons indulging in adventures jn the industrial field.
Agriculture, in the Private Sector, has been giving a good account
of itself lately and the "Green Revolution" does grcat credit to
ii. However, look at the position in regard to housing, urban as
well as rural. Housing is next in importance to food in this country,
but what is the progress ;n the provision of housing for the common man? It is a record of gross failure all round. The Private
Sector is baulked by Rent controls everywhere, while the Public
Sector is almost defunct in this sphere. Those who care for sociai
justice and the welfare of thz common man might give thought
to this tragic situation, which s h o w that a quarter of a century's
planning has not brought even the barest comfort, leave aside
social justice or prosperity, to the common people in this land.
THE ROLE OF BLACK MONEY
Thc other major evil arising from the policies based upon the
principle of "socialistic pattern of society" is Black Money. In
most countries, there is an element ol- black money arising from
cvasion of taxation elc., but in India in recent years, the role played
by black money is just appalling. Excessive taxation of incomes and
wealth, carried to the point where it destroys all incentives to
hcnesty a d productivity, is the main cause of this. Also, overlegislation, by way of rules, regulations, restrictions, and all sorts
of hitches and latches, in which the Government has been indulging in the name of Placning and socialism, particularly in regard to
commercial and industrial iicensing, is a n additional factor. Almost
everything that the Government is doing to chastise and straitiacket the private citizen or business man is only adding to the
creation of black money. Black money is, of course, a resultant
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o l evasion, a short-cut through nliles and miies of red tape; a
pain-killer for the troubles of the tax-payer and (he struggling
industrialist and an effective time-saving device! What is more, the
other'side of the rnzdal is C o r r u p r i o ~ ,which also is a direct consequence 01 the present gimmicks and policies. There is reason
to believc that secretly the corrupt section of the officialdom
rather likes the proliferation of rcsirictions, regulations and licensing procedures. 'There are instances where, say, a licence worth
Rs. 1,000 necessitates the submission of a dozen or more documents, including no-objection certificates, verification certificates,
etc., so that for collecting them an amount of more than Rs. 1,000
has already been spent in securing the co-operation of the little
bureaucrats! Can one, therefore, blame the common man, the
tax-payer, or the business man if he seeks an escape from all
this? On the other hand, in my view, it is the Government itself
which deserves to be blamed; for, black money is the punishment
that a thoughtless Government gets for vindictive tax measures
and excessive controls.
EXCESSIVE TAXATlON
In their enthusiasm and hastz to raise funds for the FiveYear Plans, the Government's financial and planning advisers have
resorted to double and even multiple taxation.
Take property
taxation, for example. Urban property in India is subject to heavy
municipal property taxes, the income tax, the wealth lax, the
capital gains tax and estate duties, apart from cesses and whatnot.
What a tremendous burden! Not all property is inherited. In a
large n~rmber of cases, it is the product of the taxpayer's own
labom, of the sweat of his brow, and he naturally feels the injustice of this ruthless sla~~ghter.
In most cases, the income from
property is not sufficient to pay the various taxes and the nct
-eturn from urban property is now hovering round the zero point!
And still, the politicians sre after these property-owners and wish
io impose arbitrary ceilings on their possessions. Men who never
earned a decent income in their life ere foremost amongst the
legislators who have been ilamouring for measures to deprive
the holders of property, as if holding property is some sort of
sriginal sin!

i a a afraid the tax systerh o i India today is ~oirirdf'jr 20 dl
~trnc, Ltmow of tmutiorz. It i\ extortionate, vindict~vc, complicated
a d hopelessly arbitrary. Morever, the tax laws and rules, imposed
and super-imposed for jears, have developed into a wild jungle
through which even the knowing ones cannot find their way1
Adam Smith defi~edthe Canon of Certainty (one of his four
famous canons of taxationj in the following words:
"The tax
which each individual is bound to pay ought to be certain, not
arbitrary. The time of payment, the amonnt to be paid, ought
all to be clear and plain to the contributor and to every other
person." Can we possibly say that this is the case with our taxes?
Not even the 1TO's know or can explain all the rules of incometax-which often contradict each other, which are variously interpreted and which have i~wolved endless and costly litigation and
led to the development of !abpr~nths of case law. Some of the
procedures and rules werc laid down by our former British
masters years ago and still seem to dog our paths, and while the
British themselves have revised and modernised their procedures,
'
we still cling to their legacies!
The income-tax and wealth-tax extravaganzas in I n d ~ a are
unheard of in the annals of the world's tax history. Every new
Finance Minister that comes along adds his own quota of taxes
and tries to outbid his predecessors. 'Take the wealth tax, for instance. It was the grand idea of my good friend, Dr. N~chola;
Kaldor, but those who picked up his wisdom have indeed outKaldored him! While they avidly pounced upon Kaldor's proposals, they did not heed the countervailing and compensatory
reliefs suggested by him. And now, indeed, to wipe out all property is the vainglorious ideal of political firebrands and their
supporters. In doing so, however. they do not realise that there
is a danger of throwing out the baby with the bathwater! In a
mainly capitalistic economy, they have been thinking in terms of
communism-another case of running with the hark and hunting
with the hounds-with the result that we are neither here nor
there, and meanwhile, with the destruction of the incentives :o
work and earn. they have succeeded not only in impoverishing
the richer and more active sections of the public, but also in

impove~rsinu~
the nat~onalccunoniy ~tselk It' the Ciove~nmenthad
cmbraced communism, at least the State In thal casc could have
used ~ t stotalitar~anmethods, lncludrng f o ~ c e dlabour, compulsory
system'; of production and restr~ctlve consumpt~on, l o preserve
,
thus keep the
the fixed cap~tal,perhaps even to advance ~ t and
system golng. Whether t h ~ swo~tld hate been, on the balance,
better than Frce Enterprise 1s another matter-w~th which I have
s property,
already dealt. In the circumstances, to Impose c e ~ l ~ n gon
whether urban or rural, 1s not gumg to help the growth of the
nat~on's econcmy. I n any case. property 1s subject to neavy taxat ~ o nall round and the State 1s hav~ng the hon's share of its
proceeds already.
e
save can lherc bc w ~ t h a
What lnccntlves to p ~ o d ~ r cand
maximum rate or mconw tax at 971% In the hrghest ~ a n g e s ?
There are mcent~vesonly to evade such taxes and resort to black
tax system 1s bound
money pract~ces. An unjnst and unsc~ent~fic
to recoil upon those who adopt ~ t .Take for, example, the latest
e
by Frnance Mmster, w h ~ c h
rather whnns~cal n ~ e a s u ~mt~oduced
while r e t a ~ n ~ nthe
g first Rs. I lahh as the tax exempt~onhmit in
the case of wealth tax, refuses to recogme any slab system, so
that when you exceed the first Rs. 1 lakh even by a few thousand
rupees, the e n t ~ r eamount becomes liablc to tax ! These zmportrrnnte methods of taxation are not only contrary to all pr~naples
of taxation but are bound to be h~ghly mjurlous both to the
nation's economy 3- well as to the tax admmistrat~on,by creating
more opport~rmt~es
for arb~tranness and corrupt~on,eg., in de
c~dingthe assessment at the c r ~ t ~ c applnt
l
of RS 1,00,000! 'Then,
a new development has arlsen lately. The Income Tax Officer was
empoweied under the old Act to make mqumes ~f he had reason
to suspect evaslon, say In the case of an assessee sell~nghis property, and only after positive proof could charge the Capital
Gains tax. Thus, if you sold your house worth Rs. 20,000 and
you sold it a t an open price of Rs. 30,000, and the I T 0 after
inquiry decides that you have actually sold it for Rs. 50,000, then
he could charge capital gains tax for Rs. 30,000. But under the
new Act, the I T 0 has been given ubsolute power to decide, even
without any enquiry, so that whether or not you actually sold the

property for Rs. 50,000, hc can not only tax you on the imaginary
excess of Iis. 30,000 for capltal gains tax, but also assess you
additionally for Gift Tax on Ks. 20,000 on the same transaction,
Rs. 20,000 being the difference between Rs. 50,000 and the
amount which you say you received, viz., Rs. 30,000! In add~tion
moreover, if the man who has bought it from you for Rs. 30,000
(but, according to the 1T0, for Rs. 50,000) sells it for, say.
Rs. 50,000 only, he / o o will havc to pay Capital Gains tax on
Rs. 20,000 (that is, Rs. 50,000 the 1TO's imaginary price, minus
Ks. 30,000, the price pzid by him to the previous owner)!
THE CAPITAL ACCOUNT
Thc rake's progress of the Indian public finance is part~cularly
to be seen in its cilpilol clccount. Mr. C. Rajagopalachari, writing
In Siunrajyc~.has this to say about it :"Lavish spending IS more often the form that the ~ecklessness of bankruptcy takes than the result of affluence. This 1s
not a mere general observatron I make. It 1s what I ieel when
I note the management of p u b l ~ cfinance in India. There 1s a
Telugu proverb to the effect that the man in deep water does
not bother about the chill wind."
,The total amount of exfernal debt, apart from free aid PL480
funds, was Rs. 8,500 crorcs in 1971, while internal debt was at
least Rs. 12,000 crores, including overdrafts by the State Governments. Are we sure thal all this money has been properly ulilised
in remunerative investments in the public or private sector?
Most of the money has gone into heavy projects, in pursuit of
grandiose schemes, most of which have proved non-remunerative
and top-heavy. Apart from the fact that the Public Sector, as a
whole, has been working far below ils capacity, there is no cost
accountancy in its affairs. In many cases, machinery is lying idle
or rusting, because of lack of co-ordination in the plans or because
it is obsolete. After twenty years of foreign aid, we are no&
realising that some of the aid-giving countries have given us a
raw deal by foisting upon us out-dated machinery a t high prices.
This realisation has come a little loo late, but nonetheless it
bring4 home to us that the planners have mismanaged the capital
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adcount, by wrong mwstrnenis and wroug bolrowlns deals. We
may well stop lecclvlag all f o ~ e ~ gard
n or reduce :t-but
meanv h ~ l ewe have lo meet payments amounting to Rs. 560 crores
allnually In Interest payments and prmclpal ~cpaymcnts.
We have been borrowing and taxing to our utter limils and
straining our resources, incl~taing our international credit, for
Planning. Hut planning Eor what'! The answer is : For the Public
Sector-flhich is synonymous with tremendous waste and corruption. The Public Sector is like that mylhological demon called
"Bhasmasura", whose power was such that everything he ate was
reduced to bhosrna, i.e., ashes! Foreign aid and internal borrowing, howzvcr, are not the only sources for this "Bhasrnasura".
The planners and politicians in India have many other milchcows.
Lkficit fitrc~rzcing, carried on a t a reckless pace, irrespective of its
elfects upon the inflationary yricc levels. is one fertile source.
Today, we find that there is no limit to the expansion of papcr
currency, as the weekly slatements of the Reserve Bank of India
may show. These statements will also show how there is a conslant week-by-week addition to the rupee securities and overdrafls to the State Governmenls-~n spite of pious resolutions to
the contrary.

Then, there are olher sources, such as thc Life Insurance
Corporation, the entirc nationalised banking system, and the
Publ~cSector undertakings themselves who can chargc whatever
priccs they wish to and mulct the public. There is no limit here
lo the powers of ?he bureaucracy and the politicians. Not only
this, but today therc is a n unholy alliance betwecn the politicians,
who are after the loaves and fishes, and the bureaucrats, whose
power and patronage depend upon the multiplication of public
projects-an alliance which endorses every possible scheme and
project, involving large capital expendilures, regardless of cost
accountancy or of thc prospect3 of economic: and efficient management. Thc. entire picture is a grand economic tragedy.
Both the Public Sector and the Private Sector are a hot-house
growth brought about behind high tariff walls and strict import
licensing pxocedures. If there is any prosperity, it is a false pros-

perity and that too here and therc, In patches. The Common Man,
d fonction, does s o t know or
for whom social~smis s u ~ p c . s ~to
understand how much his future, as well as his preseul, is being
and has been pawned In the name of Planning and the Socialistic
Pattern of Society. The preof of the pudding is in the eating. If
Planning had succeeded, it should have shown results by providing employment to every able-bodied and willing worker and also
assuring not only his daily bread but also the minimum comforts
of l ~ f e ,such as housing and clothing. Can the planners honestly
say that this has been done? If after so much planning and so
much financial acrobat~cs. the Government has been unable to
eliminate unemployment and poverty, can it honestly take credit
for any success?
In the midst of it all, in India today,, there is a feeling of
insecurity caused by over-legislation, petty tyrannies, corruption
and the partial breakdown of the Rule of Law. The law todsy
seems to penalize the honest while almost unwittingly encouraging the dishonest elements in the society, with its unconscionable
delays and idiosyncracies. It is also turning honest citizens into
dishonest ones. Dicey, in his "Law o f the Constitution" has something very pertinent to say aboul this: "The justification of lawlessness is suggested if not caused by the misdevelopment of party
government. The rr11c of a party cannot be permanently ideatified with the authority of the nation or with the dictates of
patriotism."

CONCLUSIONS
The Mixed Economy ~ d e a ,as practised at present is, therefore, a mirage and its further pursuit is bound to end not only
in futility but in a general and growinz economic disaster. At the
moment, with falling rates of industrial development and per
capita incomes, we appear to be on lhe brink of such a disaster.
and therefore, this is irlst the !inw to d o some re-thinking about
our future course.
The main question before us is what to do with the Mixed
Economy, with its dichotomy of public sector and private sector.

However, 1 will not go so far as to suggest that the public sector
should be scrapped, but only that it should be modified step by
step :Firsily, we should consolidate and strengthen those public
sector enterprises and corporations which are giving good
results and allow them to develop and work unobtrusively
and without too much political or other interference from
the Centre or the Statcs.
Secondly, we should confine the public sector to strategic
areas of industry only, leaving private enterprise to function Ireely in the other areas. The Industrial Policy Resolution must be revised along these lines, as also the
Schedules A and B.

Sixthly, the Government should concentrale on developing infrastr~rctrrre of the economy including roads
and railways, communications, electrification, technical
education and training, public sanitation, water supply
intrastructure which is
and irrigation, housing etc.-the
at present being hopelessly neglected.
Finally, the Government should not think of "ceilings"
but of "floors" and, instead of vindictively trying to irnpoverish the prosperous and active elements of society,
i.e., instcad of robbing Peter to pay Paul, should try to
enrich the poorer and backward elements more directly
and positively. (Itqlics wherever used are by the author.)

Thirdly, we should liquidate and de-nationalise those
public sector undertakings which appear to be inefficient
and losing conccrns and transfer them to the private
sector through the stock exchanges and the capital market.
Folrrthly, we mast, as soon as possible, cut through the
labyrinth of controls and licensing procedures which have
grown over the last two decades and thus enable the
private sector, particularly the struggling small industries'
sector and the new entrepreneurs, to forge ahead. The
present system of coritrols differentiates in favour of Big
Business, which alone has tbe resources to fight its way
through it. Moreover, with the loosening of the grip of
planning on foreign exchange, it should be possible to
lessen the rigours of exchange and import control as well.
Industrial liccnsing, needless tc say, should be fully liberalised and no one who has the means and the ability
to start an ind~istrialconcern should be hampered in any
way.
Fifthly, the entire tax system should be overhauled with
a view to its rationalisation and the rejuvenation of the
national economy in the Private Sector, where incentives
are being ~teadily destroyed and stagnation has taken
place.
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